OUR PRICES ARE AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOUR NEEDS

As personal wedding planners it is our goal to fulfill your wedding dream. In order to achieve
that goal, mutual sympathy and trust are essential. If your desire is either customized support
or a complete event organization - we can tailor according to your wish. After our first initial
talk, we summarize your thoughts and put together a first offer. Our following services will
give you an overview of the many bookable options:

CONSULATION
(CHF 150.00 does not apply in an ongoing co-operation)
After a first meeting, you benefit from our initial consultation. We can now proceed,develop
and discuss first ideas and define a rough budget.

ADDRESS PLACEMENT
(CHF 250.00 for up to 10 agencies)
Finding your way through a flood of suppliers, venues, caterers etc. quickly becomes an
overwhelming headache. That being the case, we'd like you to benefit from our selected
fellow collaborators.

CUSTOMIZED WEDDING AND EVENT SUPPORT
You’d like to personally organize most of the event but yet need professional support in
certain areas? We gladly will provide the level of support you need. Express your ideas and
wishes - we handle the rest.

EXCLUSIVE WEDDING AND EVENT SERVICE
Meaningful events of this size and manner require a good deal of preparation, planning and
someone with solid experience to assure an excellent result. If you wish total support and a
complete coordination, we provide an entire service from beginning to end being exclusively
available - from the initial consultation to the design of your wedding album.

ON SITE COORDINATION
If there is one day in life you should be able to experience and absorb with .... mind, it is
definitely your wedding day. We understand how important it is to fully attend the celebration
of your fresh marital happiness with family and friends. While you confidently can leave all
worries behind and enjoy the most important day of your life, we smoothly manage all

responsibilities behind the scenes, taking care of all coordination and organization.

LAST-SECOND-SUPPORT
Experience has taught us that the last weeks and days before the wedding are by far the
most hectic and intense. Many questions come up last minute hence ones natural
nervousness. These questions not only need to be answered but more importantly efficiently
solved. Even without having previously consulted a Wedding Planner, it's never too late to
contact us for help and support. Best Moments is gladly at your service and we will help put
out those last minute fires. We are simply a phone call away.
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